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Season 5, Episode 7
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My Way Home



In a "Wizard of Oz" homage, J.D. is trying to go home, Turk searches for a heart donor and Carla worries, that she doesn't have the courage to become a parent. Meanwhile, Elliot doesn't believe, that she has the brains to lead a question and answer session. Also, the Janitor is painting color coded lines throughout the hospital for easier navigation.
Quest roles:
Sam Lloyd(Ted Buckland), Aloma Wright(Nurse Laverne Roberts), Christa Miller(Jordan Sullivan), Robert Maschio(Todd Quinlan), Philip McNiven(Roy), George Miserlis(Crispin), Paul F. Perry(Randall), Travis Schuldt(Keith), Scott Rabideau(Male Resident), David Downs(Mr. Bolger), Rene Hall(Intern), India King(Elliot's Intern)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 January 2006, 00:00
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